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Abstract. Clouds are an important parameter of artificial water augmentation, which are of substantial significance to judge

the precipitation capacity. Xinjiang is an arid region in Northwest China, where weather stations are sparsely distributed, the

types of underlying surface are complex and the climate difference between southern and northern Xinjiang varies greatly.

However, the retrieval of the total cloud cover (TCC) from satellite in arid areas is a challenging task. Based on the hourly

data of TCC observed by ground observation stations from June 2015 to May 2016, considered the complex underlying15

surfaces and different weather conditions, the precision, consistency and error between the cloud total amount products of

FengYun-2F stationary satellite (FY-2F/CTA) and manually observed TCC are compared and evaluated in Xinjiang region.

The findings of this study are as follows: (1) The precision rate (PR) of FY-2F/CTA in Xinjiang region is 74.6 %, which

gradually decreases from north to south, demonstrating a high false rate (FR) and a low missing rate (MR); The consistency

rate (CR) is 51.5 %, with little difference among three sub-regions of Xinjiang, all showing high weak rate (WR) and low20

strong rate (SR), which means that the TCC inverted from FY-2 satellite data are generally lower than that observed by

ground observation stations, especially in Southern Xinjiang; The Bias is -20 %, and all the error indexes (EIs) including

Bias, AE and RMSE increase from central to the north and south of Xinjiang, that means the EIs are the lowest in Tianshan

Mountains, and the highest in Southern Xinjiang. The PR and CR of FY-2F/CTA in the vegetation underlying surface are

better than those of non-vegetation, that is to say, FY-2F/CTA have the best identification effect on the forest and plowland25

underlying surfaces, and the worst effect on the snow and ice underlying surface. (2) With the increase of temperature, the

PR and CR of FY-2F/CTA increase, while the EIs decrease; Under various temperature conditions, FY-2F/CTA have always

been exhibiting high MR, low FR (on the contrary in January), high WR and low SR. From low elevation to high elevation,

the PR and CR of FY-2F/CTA decrease, but the PR increases significantly when the altitude is higher than 2000 m. (3) Dust

reduces the CR of FY-2F/CTA, increases the SR, but it has little effect on the identification of cloud and non-cloud. (4)30

Under different cloud cover levels, the PR and EIs of FY-2F/CTA are proportional to the amount of TCC, while the CR is

inversely proportional to it, that is, the CR is higher, the PR and EIs are lower under clear sky and partly cloudy conditions,

and the CR is lower, the PR and EIs are higher under cloudy and overcast conditions. This study is the first to evaluate the
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FY-2F/CTA on the scales of complex underlying surface, various temperature and altitude, dust effects and different cloud

cover levels in arid areas of Xinjiang. Thus, the results would provide an important reference for satellite retrieval and35

application of TCC in arid areas.

1 Introduction

Clouds are one of crucial element of weather and climate characteristics, they affect atmospheric movement and the earth’s

climate through three mechanisms: radiative forcing (Li et al., 2019; Kiran et al., 2015; Haynes et al., 2013), latent heat

forcing (Loeb et al., 2018) and convective forcing (Slingo and Slingo, 1988; Guo et al., 2015; Li et al., 2017) . In addition,40

clouds can influence the climate system indirectly through interactions with aerosols (Boers et al, 2006; Zhou et al, 2020),

the feedback effect of climate change can also directly lead to change in cloud characteristics simultaneously(Harrison et al.,

1990; Errico et al., 2007; Chepfer et al., 2014), for every 1 ℃ increase in global temperature, the content of water vapor in

the atmosphere will increase by about 7 % (Boucher et al., 2013), the variation of water vapor can affect the occurrence,

development and extinction of clouds, and change cloud cover, cloud albedo and cloud microphysical properties (Zhang et45

al., 2022). The World Climate Research Programme (WCRP) lists understanding clouds, atmospheric circulation and climate

sensitivity as one of the key scientific challenges currently facing the climate community (Bony et al., 2015), as an important

component of climate feedbacks, cloud feedbacks are one of the largest sources of uncertainty in simulating current climate

and predicting future climate change (Bony et al., 2006; Zelinka et al., 2017). Cloud cover, as one of significant cloud

parameters, can directly or indirectly affect the research on climate change, weather or climate models by taking advantage50

of the cloud macro and micro parameters, radiation parameters, water vapour and precipitation, aerosols and other physical

quantities (Chen et al., 2000; Betts et al., 2014; Ceppi et al., 2017). An accurate understanding of the spatial distribution and

temporal evolution of cloud cover is the basis for conducting research on atmospheric radiation, energy and water cycles,

climate analysis and numerical models. It is of great significance for gaining insight into the complex interactions between

clouds and the terrestrial system, and thus for better understanding climate change (Pavolonisand Key, 2003; Ronald et al.,55

2007; Guo et al., 2015b).

At present, the conventional ground-based cloud cover observations, global reanalysis cloud products (NECP, ERA, etc.) and

the total cloud cover (TCC) retrieved by satellite remote sensing (including ISCCP, MODIS, NOAA series and CloudSat,

etc.) are the most common cloud cover data. They are extensively applied in analysis of cloud parameters and climatological

characteristics (Sun, 2003; Ding et al., 2004; Danso et al., 2019), satellite inversion and validation (Yousef et al., 2020; Yang60

et al., 2020), in particular, the cloud parameters of satellite inversion are usually compared with those of cloud radar, lidar,

spectral imager and ground observations (Kotarba, 2009; Wang and Zhao, 2017). A great deal of research has been carried

out by experts in the field of inspection and evaluation of cloud products. Werkmeister et al. (2015) compared cloud
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fractional cover (CFC) measured by radiometers on polar satellites AVHRR and on one geostationary satellite SEVIRI to

ground-based manual SYNOP and automated observations by a cloud camera Hemispherical Sky Imager (HSI), and found in65

general good agreement between satellite-derived estimated compared to HSI with biases ranging from 2 % (AVHRR) to

8 % (SEVIRI) and standard deviations of 22 % (AVHRR) and 29 % (SEVIRI) for instantaneous results, and also found that

SYNOP underestimated CFC by 6±19 % compared to HSI and SEVIRI. Free et al. (2016) compared a homogeneity-adjusted

dataset of TCC from weather stations in the contiguous United States with cloud cover in four global reanalysis products,

including the Climate Forecast System Reanalysis from NCEP (CFSR), the Modern-Era Retrospective Analysis for Research70

and Applications from NASA (MERRA), ERA-Interim from ECMWF (ERA-Interim), and the Japanese 55-year Reanalysis

Project from the Japan Meteorological Agency (JAR-55), the result showed that TCC from ERA-Interim and CFSR had the

best correlation with weather station, followed by JRA-55 and MERRA had the lowest correlation. Sun et al. (2015)

concluded that average cloud cover in the United States from AVHRR Pathfinder Atmospheres Extended (PATMOS-x) with

station observations, including 54 National Weather Service (NWS), Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) stations and 10175

military stations, showed the closest trend, followed by ISCCPs, with CLARA-A1 (AVHRR Data Edition 1) showing a

larger negative trend. Wu et al. (2014) found that in the United States, Active Remote Sensing of Clouds (ARSCL) and

International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project (ISCCP) have higher cloudiness than surface observations, this was the

same as the research results in China, where the ISCCPD2 total cloud cover products (TCCPs) were 8.46 % higher than the

ground observation (Wang and Wang, 2009), the accuracy of ISCCP TCCPs in January is better than that of MODIS, while80

the MODIS TCCPs in July was slightly better than that of ISCCP (Liu et al, 2009), NOAA/AVHRR TCCPs could better

reflect the variation characteristics of TCC in China, However, the amount of TCC was slightly lower than that observed at

the ground observations (Liu et al., 2016). In addition, many experts have done a lot of research in the development and

validation of TCCPs of FY-2 series satellite, and some research results indicate that in China, FY-2 satellite observed cloud

products were lower relative to ground-based manual observations and also slightly lower than the MODIS calculated85

TCCPs, but the overall trend was comparable (Li et al., 2018; Liu et al., 2017; Han et al. , 2015). However, the results of Xi

et al. (2013) showed the data set of TCCPs in East Asia retrieved by FY-2 and GMS were higher in magnitude than that

observed by the ground-based observations in the north of 40°N. Few studies related to clouds in the Xinjiang region, and

only some scholars have analyzed the cloud characteristics of Xinjiang, Feng et al. (2014) analyzed the characteristics of

different types of cloud heights in Xinjiang mountainous area by using CloudSat data; Based on FY-2F data, Li et al. (2019)90

analyzed the distribution and difference of cloud cover in mountainous and basins of Xinjiang.

Xinjiang is a typical arid and semi-arid region, and the shortage of water resources has become a "bottleneck" problem in the

development of social economy and ecological construction in Xinjiang. Clouds are an important parameter of artificial

water augmentation, which are of substantial significance to judge the precipitation capacity. TCC observed by satellite is

more suitable for revealing the cloud climate characteristics on a large range, and has absolute advantages in the regions95
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where stations are scarce and data are lacking, such as plateau, desert and ocean. Xinjiang is a vast and sparsely populated

area with extremely low spatial coverage rate of ground-based conventional observation stations, which is more suitable for

satellite observation. How to use satellite observations to complement ground-based observation has become an urgent issue.

The accuracy assessment of cloud cover retrieved by satellite is the basis of application and also a challenging task.

FengYun-2F (FY-2F) is the fourth geostationary satellite developed by China independently, which can provide observation100

data every half an hour, enabling better monitoring of the whole process of cloud formation, development and extinction. In

this paper, the examination and evaluation of the cloud total amount products of FengYun-2F stationary satellite (FY-2F/CTA)

are carried out using ground-based manually observed TCC and considering complex underlying surface (subsurface types,

temperature and altitude conditions) and different weather conditions (dust effects and different cloud cover levels) with

Xinjiang as the examination region, with a view to providing valuable references for the application and research of FY-2105

cloud products.

2. Research area, data and methods

2.1 Research area

Xinjiang (Figure 1) is located in the hinterland of the Eurasia and characterized by a typical temperate continental arid

climate. It is a core component of the world's largest non-zonal arid zone (the Central Asian arid zone) and occupies an110

extremely important position in the northern hemisphere climate system, with an average annual precipitation of only about

150 mm, which is representative of the global arid zone (Yao et al., 2018). With a complex topography of "three mountains

sandwiched by two basins" and a unique landscape, mountains and basins account for 42.7 % and 57.3 % of the total area of

Xinjiang region, respectively. The annual average TCC in Xinjiang is 37.7 %, showing a pattern of "less in the east and more

in the west; less in the south, more in the north; less in plains and basins, more in mountains "(Li et al., 2019).115

Figure 1. Overview of the geographic location and topography of Xinjiang with three mountain.

ranges (Altai Mountains, Tianshan Mountains and Kunlun Mountains) and two basins (Tarim Basin and Junggar Basin). The

red dashed polygons indicate the three sub-regions (NX, SX, and Tianshan).
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2.2 Research data120

The data used in this paper mainly include: hourly data of manually observed TCC by 66 ground observation stations in

Xinjiang from June 1, 2015 to May 30, 2016 obtained from the information center of Xinjiang; FY-2F/CTA customized from

the data service network of National Satellite Meteorological Center (http：//satellite.nsmc.org.cn/portalsite/default.aspx)from

June 1, 2015 to May 30, 2016, with a spatial resolution of 0.1º×0.1º, the time resolution is 1h.

2.3 Research methods125

FY-2F/CTA is calculated by formula Eq. (1). That is, firstly, by calculating the radiation value of clear sky and full cloud for

a certain pixel; Secondly, by using the radiation formula according to the actual radiation value of the pixel at a certain time

(Liu et al., 2017).

Ac = ( I−Iclr) (I−Icld) (1)

Where Ac is the TCC; Iclr is the radiation value of full cloud pixels; Icld is the radiation value of clear sky pixels, I is the130

actual radiation value of the pixel at a certain time.

The specific data processing methods are as follow. Firstly , the FY-2F/CTA hourly products are spliced, projected,

resampled and cropped, where the projection method is Mercator projection, the nearest neighbor method is used for

resampling. Secondly, selecting ground-based observations that match the timing of satellite observations, and the abnormal

observations are eliminated through the spatial distribution of the ground observation stations, and the stations with135

continuous observation for more than 20 days are selected for the preliminary quality control of the ground observation data;

Finally, the satellite cloud cover data are extracted according to the time, longitude and latitude information of the ground

observation stations, and the TCC observed by the ground observation stations are matched with those observed by the

satellite.

The matching principles are as follows.①When the observation of ground station is clear sky and the satellite observation140

is also clear sky, it would be judged as an effective clear sky detection point of satellite, which is recorded as Nn;②When

the observation of ground station is cloud and the satellite observation is also cloud, it would be deemed as an effective cloud

detection point of satellite, which is recorded as Yy;③When the observation of ground station is clear sky but the satellite

detection result is cloud, it would be judged that the satellite misjudgment and be recorded as Ny;④When the observation

of ground station is clear sky, but the satellite detection result is cloud, then the effective cloud arithmetic average is145

performed on the points in a certain area around the point, and if it is still clear sky, then the satellite is judged to have missed

the detection, this point is recorded as Yn.

The precision analysis of FY-2F/CTA include precision rate (PR), False rate (FR) and missing rate (MR), which are

calculated by Eq. (2) to Eq. (4) respectively:
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PR = Yy+Nn
Yy+Yn+Ny+Nn

× 100% (2)150

FR = Ny
Yy+Yn+Ny+Nn

× 100% (3)

MR = Yn
Yy+Yn+Ny+Nn

× 100% (4)

For the consistency analysis of FY-2F/CTA, they are considered to be correct that absolute values of the difference between

FY-2F/CTA and ground-based manual TCC observations are less than or equal to 2; they are considered to be stronger that

the values of difference are greater than 2, they are considered to be weaker that the values of difference are less than -2;155

Then the consistency rate (CR), strong rate (SR) and weak rate (WR) can be expressed as Eq. (5) to Eq. (7) respectively:

CR = NRk
NRk+NSk+NWk

× 100% (5)

SR = NSk
NRk+NSk+NWk

× 100% (6)

WR = NWk
NRk+NSk+NWk

× 100% (7)

Where NRk represents the number of times that FY-2F/CTA are correct for a station during the test period, NSk means the160

number of times that FY-2F/CTA are stronger and NWk means the number of times that FY-2F/CTA are weaker.

Using the ground-based manual TCC observations as true values, the error analysis between FY-2F/CTA and ground-based

manual TCC observations include Bias, absolute error (AE) and root mean square error (RMSE), which are calculated by Eq.

(8) to Eq. (10) respectively:

Bias = 1
N i=1

N (X − X0� ) (8)165

AE = 1
N i=1

N abs(X − X0� ) (9)

RMSE = 1
N i=1

N (X − X0)2� (10)

Where N represents the number of matched samples, X is the data being tested and X0 is the test source data.

3 Result and discussion

3.1 The difference between FY-2F/CTA products and Manual observed TCC in complicated underlying surface of170
Xinjiang

3.1.1 Different underlying surface types

Due to the fragmentation of complex terrain, the climate in different regions of Xinjiang varies widely, therefore, this paper

calculates and analyzes the precision, consistency and error of FY-2F/CTA in Northern Xinjiang (NX), Tianshan Mountains

(Tianshan) and Southern Xinjiang (SX) (Figure 2). It can be seen that the PR of FY-2F/CTA in Xinjiang region is about175

74.6 %, and that in NX, Tianshan and SX is 79.5 %, 75.5 % and 72.6 % respectively, showing a decreasing trend from north
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to south. The FR is higher than the MR overall, with the highest FR in the Tianshan and the highest MR in the SX. This

conclusion is consistent with MODIS TCCPs, in contrast to the NOAA/AVHRR TCCPs. The study shows (Liu et al., 2017)

that MODIS/Aqua TCCPs present high FR and low MR, mainly due to the 1.375 gm channel of MODIS, which is dedicated

to detecting cirrus cloud in the upper atmosphere. In addition, several channels such as 6.715, 7.325 and 13.935 gm channels,180

can be used to assist in the detection of cirrus cloud, which reduce the MR of cirrus cloud detecting. However, the TCCPs

that calculated by NOAA/AVHRR show high MR, mainly due to the translucent characteristics of thin cirrus cloud, whose

reflectance of visible channels and bright temperature of infrared channels are not obvious. Of the five detection channels

available to NOAA/AVHRR, although it is possible to detect thin cirrus cloud with the bright temperature difference of the

infrared split window, the detection accuracy is not high.185

The CR of FT-2F/CTA does not vary significantly among three sub-regions of Xinjiang, maintaining at about 51.5 %. The

TCCPs observed by FY-2 satellite are lower than that observed by the ground observation stations on the whole, that is,

FT-2F/CTA products show high WR and low SR, and the WR is highest in SX, and the SR is highest in Tianshan.

FY-2F/CTA products are calculated in a certain field of view by using the radiation value,which takes into account the

emissivity of cloud and solves the problem of some sub-pixel cloud, but the effective cloud cover obtained from the190

calculation is relatively small; The ability of satellite to detect high cloud is better than that of low cloud, the main reason is

that low cloud is closer to the ground and have less variability, the result of satellite cloud detection algorithm could easily

misjudge low cloud as surface, which would underestimate the cloudage, while the Tarim Basin, which occupies most of SX,

is dominated by stratocumulus (Li et al., 2019), so WR is much higher than SR in SX. This conclusion is the same as the

NOAA/AVHRR TCCPs, and contrary to the MODIS/Aqua TCCPs. Compared with the TCC observed by the ground195

observation stations, TCCPs calculated by NOAA/AVHRR are smaller, but TCCPs obtained by MODIS/Aqua present larger,

and the TCCPs retrieved by FY-2 are lower than that retrieved by MODIS/Aqua (Liu et al., 2017)。

The errors of FT-2F/CTA in three sub-regions of Xinjiang are high overall, and all the error index (EIs) including Bias, AE

and RMSE show increasing trend from the central to the north and south of Xinjiang, that is, the EIs are the lowest in

Tianshan, and the correlation coefficient between FY-2F/CTA and ground-based manual TCC observations is high, about200

0.65; While the EIs in NX and SX are high, and the correlation coefficients are slightly low, especially in NX, only 0.52

(Figure 3). This may be mainly due to the fact that satellite cloud observation is to observe from upper air downwards, and

what is observed is mostly high cloud, while ground-based observation is to observe cloud from the ground upwards, and

what is observed is mostly medium and low cloud. In addition, there is a certain subjectivity in the ground-based manual

cloud observation, and when the cloud in the sky cannot be identified or not fully identified due to snow, fog, sand and other205

weather phenomena, they would affect the accuracy of cloud observation, make the difference between satellite observation

and ground-based manual TCC observation larger. In this study, the reasons for the differences will be analysed in detail in

terms of complex subsurface types, various temperature and altitude conditions, dust effects, and different cloud levels.
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Figure 2. The precision, consistency and error spatial distribution map of FY-2F/CTA products in Xinjiang.210

Figure 3. Taylor diagrams between FY-2F/CTA products and ground-based manual TCC observations

in different regions of Xinjiang.

215

Xinjiang is a vast territory with complex underlying surface types, in order to investigate the influence of diverse underlying

surfaces on the difference between FY-2F/CTA and ground-based manual TCC observations, this study selects typical

underlying surfaces in Xinjiang, including snow and ice, desert, city in non-vegetated region, grassland, forest and plowland

in vegetated region, compares and analyzes the precision, consistency and error of FY-2F/CTA under complex underlying

surfaces (Figure 4). It can be seen that the PR, CR and EIs of vegetation region are better than those of non-vegetation region,220

with the highest accuracy in the underlying surface of forest and plowland, and the lowest accuracy in the underlying surface

of snow and ice; The MR in the vegetation area is higher (grassland is the highest), and the FR in the non-vegetation area is

higher (snow and ice is the highest); The WR is higher than the SR in all kinds of underlying surfaces, but the difference is

not significant in the underlying surface of snow and ice.This is mainly due to the fact that the approximate distribution of
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albedo for different underlying surfaces range from 0.2-0.46 for desert, 0.15-0.25 for grassland, 0.1-0.2 for forest, 0.75-0.95225

for snow (clean), 0.25-0.75 for snow (wet and dirty). And according to the extracted temperature results of Kang et al. (2022)

using MOD11C3, the annual mean values of land surface temperature (LST) for different underlying surfaces are 2.57℃ for

grassland, 9.03℃ for forest, 10.27℃ for plowland, 11℃ for city and -7.01℃ for snow and ice respectively. In the process of

FY-2 TCCPs retrieval, the underlying surface of snow and ice has a high reflectance and low surface temperature, and the

difference between it and cloud is small, making it hard to distinguish snow and ice from cloud, especially at night, when it230

will be more hard to identify without visible channel data. Therefore, the PR of FY-2F/CTA in snow and ice underlying

surface is low, and the FR is high; The characteristics of forest are opposite to those of snow and ice underlying surface, and

the difference between forest and cloud is great, so the effect of identification is relatively good.

235

Figure 4. The precision, consistency and error of FY-2F/CTA products in complicated underlying surface of Xinjiang.

3.1.2 Under different temperature conditions

Xinjiang belongs to temperate continental climate and plateau mountain climate with average temperatures of -4.46℃ in

January, 26.73℃ in April, 38.66℃ in July and 19.52℃ in October (Kadiayi Alemu, 2021). In this paper the precision,240

consistency and error of FY-2F/CTAunder different temperature conditions are analyzed by using January, October, April

and July to represent winter, spring, summer and autumn respectively. Figure 5 is the scattered point of the FY-2F /CTA and

ground-based manual TCC observations in Xinjiang region. It can be seen that the of FY-2F/CTA are lower than those of

ground-based manual TCC observations in general, especially in April; The correlations between FY-2F/CTA and

ground-based manual TCC observations are best in July and October, and worst in January. The amount of TCC inverted245

from FY-2 satellite data are generally lower than that observed by ground observation stations, with the greatest degree of

underestimation in April; the correlation between the two is best in July and October, and worst in January. This is basically

consistent with the test results of the North China and Huanghuai regions carried out by Han et al. (2015), that is, the

correlation coefficient between FY-2/CTA and ground-based manual TCC observation is the largest in May at 0.92 and the

smallest in January at 0.56 .250
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Figure 5. The scatter plot of FY-2F /CTA and ground-based manual TCC observations in Xinjiang

Figure 6 shows boxplot of the precision, consistency and error of FY-2F/CTA under different temperature, it can be seen that

the PR of FY-2F/CTA in Xinjiang region increases with the increases of temperature, that is, it is high in July, about 76 %,255

and low in January, about 66 %, and decreases from the central region to the north and south regions; When the temperature

is above 0℃, it presents a high MR and a low FR, and when it is below 0℃, it is on the contrary, that is, it shows a high FR

and a low MR in January. The CR is higher in July and October (52 % and 67 %, respectively) than in January and April

(50 % and 45 %, respectively), and it decreases from the central to the north and south of Xinjiang in April, increases from

the north to the south of Xinjiang in July. Under various temperature conditions, it shows a high WR and a low SR. The EIs260

are high in January and low in July, which increase from the central to the north and south of Xinjiang. That is, the EIs are

the lowest in Tianshan and highest in SX, but they are high in January in three sub-regions of Xinjiang. This mainly caused

by the fact that the higher the temperature, the greater the difference in temperature between land and the cloud top, and the

better the discrimination. Moreover, in January, the region north of Tianshan and some mountainous areas in SX are covered

by snow, therefor, the PR of FY-2F/CTA in Xinjiang in January is low and it’s EIs are large, which may also be related to the265

misjudgment between cloud and snow.
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Figure 6. The precision, consistency and error box plot of FY-2F/CTAproducts in different temperature conditions of Xinjiang

270

3.1.3 Under different altitude conditions

The altitude will affect the LST, for every 100m increase in altitude, the LST would drop by approximately 0.52℃. When

the temperature difference between cloud top and underlying surface in clear sky is very small, it is difficult to distinguish

between the cloud pixels and the non-cloud pixels, which could affect the cloud recognition. The altitude of Xinjiang is

divided into four levels: less than 1000 m, 1000-1500 m, 1500-2000 m and greater than 2000 m in this paper. Figure 7 shows275

the precision, consistency and error of FY-2F/CTA products at different altitude of Xinjiang. It is observed that with the

increase of altitude, the PR and CR of FY-2F/CTA present a decreasing trend, but the PR increases significantly when the

altitude is greater than 2000 m. The reason for this may be mainly due to the fact that in mountainous areas with higher

altitude, the cloud cover is high, and the cloud pattern mainly consists of altostratus or nimbostratus, cirrostratus, and the

cloud layer is thicker, so it is more accurate to identify the cloud and non-cloud, but less effective in the discerning of the280

amount of TCC .

Figure 7. The precision, consistency and error of FY-2F/CTA products at different altitude conditions of Xinjiang.
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3.2 The difference between FY-2F/CTA products and Manual observed TCC in dust and non-dust effect period of
Xinjiang285

As the seasons change, the types of underlying surface also change in most areas of Xinjiang, from vegetation in spring and

summer, to bare land in autumn and snow in winter. Studies have shown that dusty weather occurs frequently in the

Taklimakan Desert (Figure 9b), mainly in spring and summer, accounting for 88.3 % of the total number of dusty events,

with winter being the season with the fewest dusty weather occurs throughout the year, accounting for only 2.3 % of the total

(Zhou et al., 2017). In addition, the EOS/MODIS satellite remote sensing snow cover thematic map of Xinjiang in January290

(Figure 9a) shows that there is no stable snow cover in the Taklimakan desert in January, and the underlying surface changes

little in the four seasons. In order to reduce the influence of underlying surface changes, only the influence of dust on cloud

identification is considered, therefore, the precision, consistency and error of FY-2F/CTA are analysed by selecting January

as the non-dust period and April as the dust period in Tazhong and Qiemo (Figure 8). It shows that dust can reduce the CR of

FY-2F/CTA discrimination by about 15 %, but it has little effect on the PR, and the MR and WR in dust period are higher295

than those in non-dust period, and the FR and SR in dust period are lower than those in non-dust period. This might be

caused by the fact that dust period is mainly dominated by low cloud, and the detection ability of satellites to low cloud is

worse than that of high cloud, so the MR and WR during dust period are much higher than those during non-dust period. And

beyond that dust storm often accompanied by precipitation, so the dusty weather has little effect on the identification of

cloud and non-cloud, however, dusty weather has a greater effect on the recognition of cloudage due to uncertain sky300

conditions and poor visibility.

Figure 8. The precision, consistency and error box plot of FY-2F/CTAproducts in dust and non-dust effect period of Xinjiang.

.

Figure 9. Distribution of snow cover (in January 2016) and dust frequency (in 2016) in Xinjiang305

(a) the snow cover and depth distribution of EOS/MODIS, (b) the right picture is the dust frequency distribution of FY-2 infrared

difference dust index (FY-2/IDDI)).
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3.3 The difference between FY-2F/CTA products and Manual observed TCC under various cloud cover levels of
Xinjiang

Referring to the definition of cloud cover levels in weather forecast and the classification of cloud cover level by Han et al.310

(2015), taking the ground-based manual TCC observation as the standard, the amount of TCC ranges from 0-10 % is defined

as clear sky, 20 %-30 % as partly cloudy, 40 % -70 % as cloudy and 80 %-100 % as overcast. Figure 10 shows the precision,

consistency and error of FY-2F/CTAunder different cloud cover levels of Xinjiang. It can be seen that, in general, the PR of

FY-2/CTA in Xinjiang region is directly proportional to the amount of TCC, with 97.2 %, 92.0 %, 85.9 % and 31.8 % for

overcast > cloudy > partly cloudy > clear sky respectively, that is, the higher the amount of TCC, the better the PR of315

FY-2F/CTA identification overall. Under different cloud cover levels, the MR is high and FR is low (except clear sky). The

FR decreases with the increase of the TCC, and it is the highest in clear sky, up to 64.9 %, it is zero in all other weather

conditions. The MR is the lowest under partly cloudy and the highest under cloudy, that is, partly cloudy > cloudy > clear

sky > overcast, which are 14.1 %, 8.0 %, 3.3 % and 2.9 % respectively. The CR is inversely proportional to the amount of

TCC, that is, partly cloud > clear sky > overcast > cloudy, the CR are 82.2 %, 76.6 %, 34.1 % and 30.3 % respectively, that is320

to say, the higher the amount of TCC, the lower the CR of FY-2F/CTA identification overall. Under different cloud cover

levels, WR is high and SR is low. The SR decreases with the increase of the amount of TCC, that means, clear sky > partly

cloudy >cloudy > overcast , the SR are 23.4 %, 11.0 %, 3.9 % and 0.4 % respectively. On the contrary, the WR increases

with the increase of the amount of TCC, that is, cloudy day > overcast > partly cloudy > clear sky, the WR are 65.8 %,

65.5 %, 6.7 % and 0.01 % respectively. The EIs are also proportional to the amount of TCC. Under clear sky condition, the325

precision of FY-2/CTA increases from the centre to the north and south, that is, the PR and CR are the highest, and the EIs

are the lowest in SX. Under partly cloudy, cloudy, overcast conditions, the precision of FY-2/CTA decreases from the centre

to the south, that is, the PR and CR are the highest, and the EIs is the lowest in Tianshan. In Xinjiang region, the CR of

FY-2F/CTA under clear sky and partly cloudy conditions is higher than the average value of 63 % in china (Li et al., 2018),

and of about 60 % in North China and Huanghuai region (Han et al., 2015).330
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Figure 10. The precision, consistency and error comparison box plot of FY-2F/CTA

under different TCC levels in Xinjiang.

4 Conclusions335

Using satellite data to retrieve TCC makes up for the deficiency of traditional ground-based manual TCC observations, and

provides valuable basic data for many studies. However, Errors are unavoidable in the calculation process of the TCC from

radiometric values of satellite, it is limited by the accuracy of many algorithms such as calibration, positioning and cloud

detection, as well as the effects of underlying surface type, surface temperature and weather conditions. In this paper,

Xinjiang was taken as the test area, nine evaluation indexes (PR, FR, MR, CR, SR, WR, Bias, AE and RMSE) of FY-2F/CTA340

are calculated and analysed under complex underlying surface type, various temperature and altitude, dust effects and

different cloud cover levels, and the precision, consistency and EIs of FY-2F/CTA are tested and evaluated, and the following

main conclusions are reached.

(1) The PR of FY-2F/CTA in Xinjiang region shows a trend of gradually decreasing from north to south, and it demonstrats a

high FR (the highest in Tianshan) and a low MR (the highest in SX). There is little difference in the CR among three345

sub-regions of Xinjiang, showing a high SR and a low WR, which means that the amount of TCC inverted from FY-2

satellite data are generally lower than that observed by ground observation stations. The EIs increase from central to the

north and south of Xinjiang, that means the EIs are the lowest in Tianshan, and the highest in SX.

(2) The PR and CR of FY-2F/CTA in the vegetation underlying surface are better than those of non-vegetation. That is,

FY-2F/CTA have the best identification effect on the forest and plowland underlying surface, and the worst effect on the350

snow and ice underlying surface. The MR of vegetation is high (grassland is the highest), and the FR of non-vegetation area
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is highe (ice and snow is the highest). The WR is higher than the SR in all kinds of surface underlying, but there is little

difference between them in snow and ice underlying surface.

(3) With the increases of temperature, the PR and CR of FY-2F/CTA increase, while the EIs decrease. Under various

temperature conditions, FY-2F/CTA have always been exhibiting high MR, low FR (on the contrary in January), high WR355

and low SR.

(4) With the increase of altitude, the AR and CR of FY-2F/CTA decrease, but the PR increases significantly when the altitude

is higher than 2000 m.

(5) Dust reduces the CR of FY-2F/CTA, increases the SR, but it has little effect on the identification of cloud and non-cloud.

(6) Under different cloud cover levels, the PR and EIs of FY-2F/CTA are proportional to the amount of TCC, while the CR is360

inversely proportional to it. It presents a high MR and a low FR (except clear sky), and a high SR and a low WR. That means,

under clear sky conditions, the PR and CR are the highest, and the EIs are the lowest in the SX; Under partly cloudy, cloudy

and overcast conditions, the PR and CR are the highest, and the EIs are the lowest in Tianshan.

Although the FY-2F/CTA data set released by the national satellite center has some systematic errors with the ground-based

manual TCC observations, it should be appropriate corrected by considering the complex underlying surface conditions, the365

influence of dust and different cloud cover levels, which could provide better data guarantee for the research. And the data

sequence length, accuracy and spatial-temporal resolution can meet the needs of most climate research we need.

Appendix A: Abbreviations

TCC Total cloud cover370
TCCPs Total cloud cover products

FY-2F FengYun-2F

FY-2F/CTA Cloud total amount products of FengYun-2F stationary satellite

PR Precision rate

FR False rate375
MR Missing rate

CR Consistency rate

WR Weak rate

SR Strong rate

EIs Error indexes380
AE Absolute error

RMSE Root mean square error

NX Northern Xinjiang

Tianshan Tianshan Mountains

SX Southern Xinjiang385

Data availability. Data published in this main paper’s figures and tables are available via the Texas Data Repository

(https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.22015592, Comparing FY-2F/CTAproducts to ground-based manual total cloud cover
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observations in Xinjiang under complex underlying surfaces and different Weather Conditions, DataSET, 2023). Underlying

research data are also available by request to Li, S. (rainlishuai@163.com).390
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